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"Understanding how to be a good investor makes you a better business manager and vice versa." - 
Charlie Munger 
 
Before the turn of the new decade, photography as a hobby or as a profession is unknown to almost 
everyone. We viewed this as a meager job. Some pure artists even disregard photography as a form 
of art. However, when camera manufacturers decided to make those DLSR affordable and more user-
friendly, photography became a sudden interest to many. 
  
On the same plain, investment also was not popular and accessible to many. The perception was it is 
for the rich and informed clients only. However, banks have made investing affordable and have 
offered investment as an option to many bank clients who are looking for better returns. 
  
Looking at investments and photography side-by-side, we will realize that every follower of these 
two fields wants to get a great shot and to have great returns. However, it requires knowledge of 
some techniques, elements (or factors) and, of course, discipline to arrive at a Picturesque 
Investment. 
  
Knowing the elements or factors that affect your subject or your investment will make your life 
easier. 
  

Photography     : Rule of Thirds 
Technique 1: 

Investments     : Diversification 
  
Rule of thirds, is a well-used technique in photography. It only means that you divide your 
perspective into 3 equal parts vertically and 2 equal parts horizontally, then place your subject either 
on the left or right part of your perspective. This will give you better balance compared to putting 
your subject at the center. 
  
On the other hand, diversification is a proven investment technique. It gives you balance as it 
spreads the risk present in every investment. It requires division of your investment by putting them 
in different asset classes (i.e. Money Market, Bonds, Equities, etc.). You may also explore 
investment in other currencies or countries that suit your risk profile and your investment objective. 
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Photography     : Shoot from different views 
Technique 2: 

Investments     : Investment Review (Study and Investigate the Security/Investment) 
  
Before taking a picture, going around the subject and studying all angles and views will give you and 
your viewer different perspectives. There are three basic types of views in photography. Bird's 
eyeview (shooting from the top), worm's eyeview (shooting from the bottom) and man's eyeview 
(our regular view). You may also isolate the subject by shooting with a blurred background or 
foreground. This will focus the viewer's attention to the subject. 
  
In investment, reviewing and studying all aspects are important. You may start reviewing the 
investments that suit on your risk profile and investment objectives. Then you may also look at the 
historical returns especially during crisis or bear market, the selection of stocks or underlying 
securities, and the fund manager's capability and track record. By doing this, you can have an ample 
understanding what kind of investment you are getting into. 
  

Photography     : Leading Lines 
Technique 3: 

Investments     : Consistency 
  
In photography, objects that form a line or other patterns can become an artistic subject. However, it 
requires a lot of practice and patience in coming up with artistic patterns. If this technique is not 
properly applied, you might get plain patterns. 
  
Before you invest, checking the performance of an investment can help you decide. It may not be 
guaranteed but you will have an idea about the consistency of a fund's performance. An investment 
that has gone through different market cycles but still managed to give consistent returns may be 
used as a good trend indicator. 
  

Photography     : The Magic Hour 
Technique 4: 

Investments     : Time in the Market 
  
Photographers often patiently wait for dawn or dusk to come as this is what they call the "magic 
hour". This is the time of the day when the sky turns to different colors (red, orange, light yellow or 
pale blue) and the sun is not too harsh. However, this magic hour normally has a window of 15 to 20 
minutes and sometimes may not even happen if the weather does not permit (e.g. too cloudy, rainy, 
etc.) . 
  
On the other hand, in investment, it has been proven many times that "time in the market" is more 
important than "timing the market" because no one can accurately tell when a market low is the 
lowest and when a market high is the highest. Buying at low price and selling at high price are the 
reasons why investors are patiently waiting for the best time to get in and to get out. However, 
investing early and staying invested are the best ways to build your wealth. Looking for the right 
time to invest will never come because everyday is a good time to invest.  
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BPI Asset Management and Trust Group - picture perfect for your financial needs
You need patience to come up with a good image.  When investing, patience is a major factor if you 
want to realize your investment goals. Favorable luck in photography and investment does happen, 
but, depending on luck alone will not make you a good photographer nor a good investor. Discipline 
is needed in both fields. Both activities need time and mental toughness to master the elements and 
apply the techniques. 

  

  
BPI Asset Management and Trust Group (BPI AMTG) has the technical expertise and the people to 
take the burden of managing your investments away from you. It’s prudent investment practices 
have actually caught the attention of The Asset magazine who awarded BPI AMTG as the "Best Asset 
Management Company" for two consecutive years. Aside from this, BPI AMTG has the widest array of 
investment funds in the industry which offer instant diversification and fund management at low 
cost. 
  
Sources: 
www.forbes.com 
www.digitalphotographer.com.ph 
www.philstar.com 
BPI Asset Management Research Team 

 
 

 

CONTACT US: 

Call:     845-5022, 845-5775, 816-9606 
Email:    bpi_asset_management@bpi.com.ph 
Website:  www.bpiassetmanagement.com 
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